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DOC Contracts Office 
 
Most staff rarely contemplate 
how the DOC goes about obtain-
ing the commodities and ser-
vices that they use and rely on in 
the day to day performance of 
their job. However, much of 
what the DOC buys, that is 
greater than an incidental pur-
chase, must be put through the 
competitive bidding process.  
The mission of the Contracts 
Office is to lead and provide 
quality assurance of the competitive procurement process for all major DOC contracts by ensuring compliance 
with 801 CMR 21.00 and other applicable laws and regulations of the Commonwealth. In this capacity, the con-
tracts that the unit competitively acquires affect all areas of the DOC’s operations, and likewise, the work that the 
Contract Office performs contributes to every facet of the Department’s mission. The unit resides within Fiscal Ser-
vices and is comprised of: Brian Kearnan, Contract Manager, Ellen Jacobs, Accountant IV, Annmarie Rodrigues, 
Contract Specialist III, and John Bianchi, Contract Specialist III. 

 
Some examples of the major and wide-ranging contracts the unit has procured include: MPCH contract for Com-
prehensive Prison Health Care, GTL contract for a Secure Inmate Telephone System, Trinity contract for Food Ser-
vices within the institutions, Keefe contract for Inmate Commissary, Clothing, and Appliances, MHM contract for 
Sex Offender Treatment, Spectrum Health System contract for the Correctional Recovery Academy (and other in-
mate programming), Apex contract for Records Archive Services, Next Generation contract for Vending Machines, 
CRJ contract for Community Reentry Beds being  jointly utilized by Parole, Northpointe contract for the COMPAS 
Risk/Needs Assessment, and the FHS contract for Forensic Sex Offender Evaluation Services in connection with 
the sexually dangerous person (SDP) statute. In addition, there are scores of other contracts the unit routinely bids 
and manages that effect multiple DOC institutions and divisions. 

 
The competitive bidding process is a complex one. The first step is a Request for Response (RFR). An RFR is the 
mechanism used to communicate procurement specifications and to request proposals from potential bidders. 
Much work and time is spent by the Contract Office working with committees consisting of subject matter experts 
and contract end users in writing an RFR document. From there, the staff must manage multiple procurement ac-
tivities such as bidder conferences, bidder question forums, bidder presentations and demonstrations, issue Best 
and Final Offers, lead the evaluation of bid responses, and conduct contract negotiations. This detailed work re-
quires extensive knowledge of the Commonwealth’s rules, regulations, policies, procedures, specifications, stan-
dards and guidelines governing the procurement process. The work being completed by the Contract Office em-
powers the DOC to acquire commodities and services that represent the best value for the DOC. This is done by 
developing an RFR and bid evaluation criteria that achieves a balance between price and other important factors 
and interests that go beyond cost. 

 
On a day to day basis, the Contract Office monitors contracts for adherence to billing and budgetary requirements, 
performs purchasing and accounts payable functions, provides technical assistance and guidance to DOC staff 
regarding contract compliance matters, and provides fiscal information to the institutions and divisions. The Con-
tract Office assists in the purchasing of services for facilities in the areas of public-building design, construction, 
emergency services and physical plant infrastructure for the Division of Resource Management.  In addition, the 
Operational Services Division, the state’s purchasing agent, administers a five day Strategic Sourcing Certificate 
Program specifically designed for procurement personnel that the Contract Office staff have completed or will be 
participating in. 

 
All competitive procurements, whether they are for large or smaller contracts are different. Each bring with it a 
unique set of challenges and specific circumstances. The Contract Office, relying on its procurement knowledge 
and DOC experience, works diligently to manage this work in contributing to the mission of the DOC. 

Beyond Excellence Banquet 2013 
 
Guess what day it is? Nope, not hump day! I’m talking about the 26th 
Annual DOC Beyond Excellence Awards Banquet at Lake Pearl 
Luciano’s in Wrentham, MA. Employees, family and friends made 
up the largest attendance since 1999, with 420 attendees. Chrissy 
Masse from the Central Inmate Disciplinary Unit and Sergeant Chris-
topher Pearson from Bridgewater State Hospital hosted, and for the 
first time ever, the Honor Guard presented its colors to begin the 
ceremony.  
 
Commissioner Luis Spencer presented special awards to Undersecre-
tary Sandra McCroom for her support to the DOC and the Commis-
sioner’s Challenge coin to his assistant, Sharon Ficco. Captain John 
Belair took home the overall Employee of the Year Award. DOC em-
ployees: Caitlin Hart, Bob O’Haver, Jaime Proctor, Jay Dias and 
Harry Williams kept attendees entertained during the dinner hour 
with their musical talents. Video clips were shown throughout the 
evening featuring highlights from past years’ awards banquets,  a 
tribute to staff currently on active military duty,  and DOC manage-
ment starred in popular commercial skits.  
  
The awards banquet serves as an important reminder that hard work 
and dedication are appreciated in the DOC and that it doesn’t go 
unrecognized.  

Left to Right: Annmarie Rodrigues, Brian Kearnan,  John Bianchi,  and Ellen Jacobs 

 
Commissioner Luis S. Spencer 

Captain John Belair of MCI Concord (center) accepts the 
award on stage for overall DOC Employee of the Year with 
his daughters, Commissioner Spencer and Undersecretary 
McCroom." 
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DOC Recidivism Trends 
By Daniel Feagans and Hollie Matthews 
 
In the May 2013 issue of Around the Block, DOC was pleased to reveal the three year recidi-
vism rate in 2008 of 39%, the lowest seen since 2000. Recidivism is the primary measure of 
success in corrections, yet is not easily measured due to the influence of so many factors, in-
cluding: sex, race, offense type, age at release, and security level at release. In order to delve 
deeper into recidivism each of these factors needs to be examined and taken into account. For 
the purposes of this article, recidivism is defined as criminally sentenced offenders released to 
the street from a MA DOC facility who are re-incarcerated within three years of release. 
 
One of the most important demographic factors to look at is sex. Sex is an important demo-
graphic due to the differences between males and females when looking at length of stay, or 
how long an inmate remains in MADOC custody. This becomes apparent when comparing 
the female population to female releases. During the trend period (2004-2010), on average 
females accounted for about 7% of the population on a given day, yet they made up a little 
over one-third of the releases (Table I).  This was due to the shorter sentences served by our 
female offender population, many of whom are county sentenced offenders serving their sen-
tence at the DOC.  This is important when examining recidivism as females with shorter, 
more transitional sentences account for a significant portion of our recidivism release cohort.   
 

Table I: Criminally Sentenced Custody Releases to the Street 
 

The one year recidivism rates for the trend period, 2004-2010, are shown in Graph I below. 
The trend saw a fairly steady recidivism rate for the male releases, while the females showed 
more fluctuation.  The spike in female recidivism rates from 2005 to 2007 was followed by a 
decline, resulting in the 2010 female releases having the lowest recidivism rate in the trend 
period.   

 
Graph II shows the three-year trend for this same time period. While throughout the one-year 
trend period females tended to have higher rates than males, by three years from release the 
male recidivism rate surpassed the females. When examining time leading to re-incarceration 
for recidivists, on average 62% of females who recidivate do so within the first year in the 
follow-up period compared to 52% of the male recidivists These ratios provide a good exam-
ple of how examining differences in demographics can uncover significant, hidden trends. 
 
 

While not enough time has passed to collect three year recidivism rates for the 2010 release 
cohort, some projected three year recidivism rates have been presented in Graph II. These 
rates for 2010 were calculated by applying the average ratios of one to three year recidivism 
for 2004-2008 releases to the 2010 one year rates. In this manner simple projections for the fu-
ture are able to be calculated.  As indicated in these projections, the recent decrease in the 
three-year recidivism rates are indicated to continue for the 2010 release cohort. 
 
By simply examining recidivism rates by sex new facts may be seen. These facts are crucial as 
the DOC moves forward. Recidivism is a tough measure to grasp, yet findings such as the one 
to three year recidivism ratio, or the recidivism projection for 2010, help inform the DOC in 
providing tools for data driven decision making.  

Year of Release 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2010 

Female Releases: 757 898 855 923 896 757 

Male Releases: 1,587 1,400 1,474 1,613 1,796 1,931 

Graph I: One Year Recidivism Rate by Sex
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Graph II: Three Year Recidivism Rate by Sex
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Project Youth  
By MCI Shirley staff 
 
Project Youth is an interactive awareness program that attempts to 
show how poor decision making can turn into the stark reality of 
prison life. Project Youth has hosted high school and college psy-
chology classes, peer pressure advisors, athletic teams, at-risk stu-
dents and criminal justice programs. 
 
Project Youth was started at Norfolk State Prison in 1964 and was 
expanded to MCI Shirley Medium in 1993. It is an opportunity for 
students to have a first-hand account of what life is like in prison. 
Correctional Officers escort the students to the visiting room of the 
medium security facility and then they have the opportunity to hear 
from a selected number of screened inmates in a secure setting. De-
partment staff remain in the visiting room with the students at all 
times. 
 
Project Youth is a two hour program that includes inmate speakers 
as well as an engaging question and answer session. Project Youth 
is not a “Scared Straight” program and no intimidation of the stu-
dents is allowed. All inmate speakers are required to deliver an 
honest account of their lives. They discuss the consequences of drug 
and alcohol involvement, peer pressure, and the behavioral patterns 
that led to their eventual incarceration. 
 
The highlight of the Project Youth presentation is the question and 
answer session in which students can ask or write questions that are 
directed to the inmate panel. All topics are open for discussion. A 
typical inmate panel would consist of ten inmates ages 20 to 50 who 
are serving different types of sentences for robbery, assault, murder, 
weapons charges and white collar crime. No sex offenders are al-
lowed in this program. 
 
The inmates have worked with Recreational Officer II Martin Mur-
phy to put together a pamphlet that is given to all the students who 
attend. The pamphlet includes ideas that the inmates want the stu-
dents to take away from the program. A quote from the brochure is: 
“One of the things we like to stress at Project Youth, is that you will 
face many difficulties in life but you do not have to face them alone. 
Your parents and teachers are there for you even if you think 
they’re not. They will take the shirt off their back for you. Talk to 
them. You will be quite surprised at just how helpful they can be; 
no matter what it is.” 
 
Students listen intently and ultimately realize that the choice that 
these various inmates made that led them into the state prison sys-
tem is something that could very well happen to them. Each of the 
inmate’s stories is relatable to many teenagers’ lives. They empha-
size how drunk driving after a party could result in another’s death. 
Students begin to realize how experimenting with drugs could eas-
ily turn into an addiction, and how hanging around with the wrong 
group of people can incite bad behavior or create a situation of guilt 
by association. 
 
Project Youth at MCI Shirley medium security facility, hosts an av-
erage of two schools a week throughout the school year. The institu-
tion has several partnerships with different high schools and col-
leges throughout the North Central section of Massachusetts. The 
program has been met with great success and with that success, 
Project Youth is securing its longevity here at MCI Shirley. 
 
 



Operation Thank-You  
By: Matthew Syring, CPO III and Martin Bottari, CPO I 
  
Toby Keith’s “American Soldier” echoed from the speakers that were arranged in the visiting room as local veterans 
gathered at South Middlesex Correctional Center (SMCC) on a recent brisk November morning.  Close to two-dozen 
heroes from across Massachusetts and countless DOC staff, joined together to celebrate the facility’s second annual 
Operation Thank-You.  
 
Operation Thank-You was held on November 8, 2013 and was hosted by Superintendent Lisa Jackson in honor of Vet-
eran’s Day. It was held as a means to recognize and give thanks to soldiers who have risked their lives to protect our 
freedom.  The three hour event included a key note address from Deputy Commissioner Peter Pepe, provided an op-
portunity for DOC staff to extend their gratitude to these brave men and women and showcased some of the programs 
the agency has in place to support our military. 
 
Representatives from the Military Peer Support Program (MPSP) provided a presentation outlining their mission and 
purpose.  Bruce Hale of the Employee Assistance Services Unit (EASU) and Lieutenant Robert Dunn from MCI Norfolk 
detailed the agency’s response to our staff who serve in the military, including providing resources for pre-
mobilization, mobilization and post deployment, as well as domestic operations.  There was moving dialogue regard-
ing the stresses of returning home from active duty and then immediately heading back into the workplace.   
 
Following the overview of the MPSP, the America’s VetDogs program was detailed to the soldiers in attendance.  
America’s VetDogs provides service dogs to those disabled veterans in need and is a close partner with the DOC. Three 
adult dogs are currently being trained by SMCC inmate handlers, with the ultimate goal of graduating them as viable 
service dogs.  As part of the presentation, a video segment was played from a recent Today Show episode in which 
“Krugster,” a Golden Retriever graduate from SMCC, was highlighted with a military veteran and currently serves as a 
seizure alert dog.  The video helped capture the critical nature of the training that is taking place throughout many of our facilities.    
 
Capturing the audience and underscoring the significance of the America’s VetDogs program were military veterans Kent Phyfe and his service dog Iris, as well as 
Cezary “Ski” Nalakowski and his service dog Steve (aka Skieve).  Kent and Ski gave riveting testimony as to the meaning of the service dogs.  Phyfe revealed that prior 
to Iris, he was unable to drive a vehicle, and was virtually bound to his home.  Now, thanks to Iris, Kent has the freedom to drive again and has regained a large part of 
his life.  Ski provided a demonstration for the audience where he directed Steve to remove his jacket.  On command, Steve snapped to and completed the task.  The vet-
erans in the crowd were clearly moved and responded with a round of applause.   
 
The event also included a ribbon pinning and MPSP challenge coin presentation for all of the attending soldiers.  CPO Martin Bottari, a 1st Lieutenant in the Army, read 
aloud impressive individual biographies of each soldier.  The bios articulated the multiple deployments to Afghanistan, Iraq and countless state active duties that these 
soldiers have served over the past decade. 
 
To round out the event, a poignant video tribute was played for the attendees. The video highlighted photos from Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation Iraqi Free-
dom as well as local responses to the Boston Marathon Bombing and other domestic operations.   It effectively told the story of the trials and sacrifices that these men 
and women have endured to ensure our freedom.  The last slide of the presentation culminated in a standing ovation and a big thank-you to our heroes.    

Roller Skating World Championships in Taipei, Taiwan 
 
Katelyn Rodgers, Junior World Class roller skater and daughter of Anne Rodgers (DOC Payroll Dept.), represented 
the USA along with her skate partner, Spencer Swetnam, at the World Championships held in Taipei, Taiwan in 
November 2013. Only the top two teams in the United States qualify for this. They won the 1st place Gold Medal at 
the National Championships in Albuquerque, New Mexico over the summer.  
 
Katelyn began skating at the age of 7, has participated in 10 National Championships and has earned 14 national 
placements.  Katelyn and Spencer’s roller skating partnership had its challenges, as Spencer comes from Portland, 
Oregon.  He flew to Massachusetts on long weekends to practice with Katelyn in Taunton once a month during the 
school year. When they both graduated from high school in May, he relocated here to prepare for the yearly na-
tional competition.  They practiced extensively five days a week.  “As long as you love it, it’s worth it” says Kate-
lyn.  “It’s like any sport; you have to make the commitment.”  In addition to the team competition, Katelyn had a 
3rd place finish as a solo skater at the national competition.  “All of my best friends are from skating.  I have friends 
from all across the country because of it.  It’s amazing.  I don’t really get nervous anymore.  It’s comfortable.  I 
know I’ve put the work in all year.  I know it’s just about coming out and performing.” 
 
Katelyn said one challenge that came with the championship in Albuquerque was the altitude having to  skate at a 
mile above sea level.  She said, “It was actually really hard to breathe there.  That was a bit challenging.  Other than 
that, we had fun and skated well.” 
 
With the first-place finish in the team dance competition, Katelyn and Spencer qualified for this year’s world cham-
pionship in Taiwan. Thirty-seven countries were represented. All the individual countries’ flags at the opening 
ceremonies were truly an impressive sight and new friendships were formed with skaters from other countries.  
“One of my favorite experiences was the opportunity to use my Spanish skills to resolve a language barrier situa-
tion and to communicate with non English speaking skaters.  Trading of t-shirts among athletes from other coun-
tries was also super fun on our last night.  Memories were made that I will cherish for a lifetime,” said Katelyn. 
 
Katelyn and Spencer won the third prize bronze medal. They were presented their medal along with a rubber 
duck, signifying peace and happiness to the Taiwanese people. Katelyn said, “When we stood on the podium as 
Italy’s National Anthem played, it was with such overwhelming pride watching the United States flag raise be-
cause of us.  The support we received from back home all over the United States both emotionally and financially 
was amazing.  We had a 13 hour time difference from the East Coast and 16 from the West Coast.  People set alarm 
clocks to get up and watch us skate throughout the three nights of competing.  The number of well wishes was 
overwhelming.  We held a couple of fundraisers to help defray some of our travel expenses and people who could-
n’t attend due to distance or other commitments, helped contribute anyway.  I am so grateful to be blessed with the 
honor of representing my country at the World Championship and for all the assistance I have received from my 
family, friends, coaches and strangers.” 
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Commissioner Luis S. Spencer 

Cedar Junction Annual Pumpkin Drive 
 
DOC staff from MCI Cedar Junction conducted its 3rd Annual Pump-
kin Drive during the month of October 2013.  The purpose of the 
pumpkin drive is to share our support for children with special needs 
within our surrounding communities.  This year, Officers Oneil, Bal-
lantyne, Marchand and Sgt. Cronin went to the North Attle-
boro Middle/High Schools to visit with these very special kids. The 
officers distributed the pumpkins to the kids and joined them in 
pumpkin painting, reading and conducted a question and answer 
session relating to the profession of corrections.  Officer O’Neil com-
mented that he’s been coming to the schools each year and every time 
he is overwhelmed by the enthusiasm, participation and appreciation 
demonstrated by the children and staff. He stated, “Participating in 
this event is highly rewarding, it’s a genuine fun-filled day for the 
kids and us officers, I love doing this.” Special thanks go to retired 
correction officer Mark Marchand, the Marchand Family and the CS 
Farm in Bridgewater, Massachusetts all of who’s efforts are greatly 
appreciated, as they donated more than 50 pumpkins to the drive. 

Pictured (Left to Right):  
Correction Officer Timothy 
O’Neil, Correction Officer 
Thomas Ballantyne, Ser-
geant James Cronin and 
Correction Officer Leo 
Marchand with students at 
the North Attleboro Middle 
School. 

Unity Day 2013 
By Ana Fritze 
 
Have you ever thought a day dedicated to celebrating diversity 
could be so much fun? 
 
A couple of months ago while brainstorming during one of the Commissioner’s Di-
versity Advisory Council (CDAC) meetings we unanimously decided to work on 
organizing a fun and interesting Unity Day for the DOC. This year’s event would be 
smaller with no exhibits, just multicultural food and talent. The event was named,  
Unity Day, Savor the Flavor. 
 
It was determined November 15, 2013 would be the date to bring people together to 
share ideas that enhance the understanding of diverse cultures. Foods varied from 
soda bread, to Jambalaya, to Glykismata. 
 
Some of the talent included: Leonard and Crystal Johnson who taught the impor-
tance of the Nipmuc Tribe, Kelley and Ed Correira gave lessons on Zydeco dancing, 
Jose and Maria danced gracefully to ‘oh so caliente’ Salsa, Velma Flores sang beautiful 
Spanish folk music and Kathy Diaz shared a very inspiring poem. 
 
Unity Day was an event that will be remembered by so many. Director Monsi 
Quinones was surprised when Commissioner Spencer recognized her as being a very 
caring manager awarding her with the Commissioner’s Challenge Coin. Congratula-
tions to Director Quinones! 
 
Thank you to CDAC members for the remarkable work you did in making this won-
derful day happen and thank you to all the volunteers who brought in delicious 
dishes,  shared their amazing stories,  and danced and sang for us. 

Andrew, Eric C                     09/95 
Barros, Nuno H                    11/83 
Brobbey, Blondell               12/88 
Caeran, Richard A               12/86 
Caton Jr, Raymond              04/86 

Connor, Glenn R                    09/86 
Gannon, Steven J                  02/83 
Glavin, Paul M                        09/81 
Jagielski, Thomas M              05/92 
Midura, Thomas J                  04/80 

Montenero, Mark                10/84 
Notaro, Michael                  01/86 
Outridge, Robin                  01/87 
Pena, Thomas                    10/82 
Poirier, Philip                      06/85 

Pucko, Steven L                   02/83 
Thibault, Raymond J           12/90 
Tremblay, Susan J               07/95 
Valente, L Edward                11/87 

Burr, Ronald 
Carroll, Deidre J 
Corsini, Richard S 
Cramm, Paul W 
Davis, Daniel S 
Doyle, Merav 

Hession, Paul J 
LaFlamme, Randy 
Molinari, Michelle 
Pandozzi, Christine E 
Wright, Donald j 

CDAC members that planned Unity Day 

Fire Truck Pull to Raise Money for  
Special Olympics 
By Sgt. Charles R. Macdonald 
 
On September 28, 2013 The Massachusetts Special 
Olympics hosted a "Fire Truck Pull" to benefit and 
raise money for the Special Olympics.  Several law 
enforcement, fire and civic groups entered teams for 
the event including: Framingham Police, Mansfield 
Fire, MCI Framingham, and MCI Cedar Junction.  
 
Every team was required to pull the two fire engines 
twice. The first fire engine weighed approximately 
10,000 lbs and the second fire engine weighed ap-
proximately 40,000 lbs (one of the fire engines had a 
full water tank and the second had an empty water 
tank). Each team had to have at least 10 members. MCI Framing-
ham raised $ 1100. MCI Cedar Junction won the award for the 
most funds raised for the event with $ 1800. 
 
Both Department of Correction teams received a generous dona-
tion from the Massachusetts Correction Officers Federated Un-
ion to include team t-shirts. It was a good day and a lot of fun for 
everyone involved. The weather was sunny and we raised 
money for a great charity event.  
 
Both teams would like to thank generous staff, friends and co-
workers for the donations they made. The Department and Un-
ion should be proud of the “Fire Truck Pull”  team members and 
their dedication to the community. 

Nipmuc Tribe demonstration 

Commissioner Spencer presents a Commis-
sioner’s Challenge Coin to Director Quinones 


